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The score function of TransE:



KG Embedding
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The entity W3C is constrained by two triples:

(Tim Berners-Lee, employer, W3C)
(RDF, developer, W3C)

The score function of TransE:



KG Embedding
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The entity W3C is constrained by two triples:

(Tim Berners-Lee, employer, W3C)
(RDF, developer, W3C)

The embedding of W3C is constrained by the intersection 
area of two circles, 
with the centers:

Tim Berners-Lee + employer
RDF + developer

and radii: 
𝝀𝝀

The score function of TransE:



Embedding-based Entity Alignment (EEA)
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With a small number of entity pairs as anchors, 
we can learn the entity embeddings of two 
KGs in a unified space.
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With a small number of entity pairs as anchors, 
we can learn the entity embeddings of two 
KGs in a unified space.

The blue and orange nodes are entity pairs 
referred to the same object in real-world.
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With a small number of entity pairs as anchors, 
we can learn the entity embeddings of two 
KGs in a unified space.

The blue and orange nodes are entity pairs 
referred to the same object in real-world.

A small margin (figure a) gives tight constraints, 
but fails to model entities with more triples.

A large margin can model the entities with more 
triples, but the bound is too loose for the long-
tail entities.



Considering Additional Constraints
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Align the embedding distributions of two KGs:

• A discriminator to discriminate the entities from 
different KG.

• The embeddings from different KGs try to fool 
the discriminator.

• Use the method in Domain Adaptation area, an 
empirical Wasserstein distance based loss is: 



Conditional Distributions
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The direct solution may be less helpful for KG 
embedding.

a. The embeddings usually tend to uniformly 
distribute over the space, leading to that the 
two distributions are already ``aligned’’.
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The direct solution may be less helpful for KG 
embedding.

a. The embeddings usually tend to uniformly 
distribute over the space, leading to that the 
two distributions are already ``aligned’’.

b. The entities conditioning on some relations, 
their distributions are actually different.



Conditional Distributions
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The direct solution may be less helpful for KG 
embedding.

a. The embeddings usually tend to uniformly 
distribute over the space, leading to that the 
two distributions are already ``aligned’’.

b. The entities conditioning on some relations, 
their distributions are discriminative.

c. Learn to align the conditional distributions to 
reduce the discrepancy.



Conditional Distributions
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The direct solution may be less helpful for KG 
embedding.

a. The embeddings usually tend to uniformly 
distribute over the space, leading to that the 
two distributions are already ``aligned’’.

b. The entities conditioning on some relations, 
their distributions are discriminative.

c. Learns to align the conditional distributions to 
reduce the discrepancy.

d. Some implicit ontology-level information also 
be captured 

Head entities of “Genre”

Head entities of “Write

Head entities of “BirthPlace”

“Work of Art”

“Person”



Conditional Distributions
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The direct solution may be less helpful for KG 
embedding.

a. The embeddings usually tend to uniformly 
distribute over the space, leading to that the 
two distributions are already ``aligned’’.

b. If we condition the entities on some relations, 
their distributions are discriminative.

c. Learns to align the conditioned distributions to 
reduce the discrepancy.

d. Some implicit ontology-level information also 
be captured 

e. The triple embeddings conditioning on relation 
embeddings.

The inner: Head entities of 
“musicalArtist”

Head entities of 
“Artist”



Conditional Distributions
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The direct solution may be less helpful for KG 
embedding.

a. The embeddings usually tend to uniformly 
distribute over the space, leading to that the 
two distributions are already ``aligned’’.

b. If we condition the entities on some relations, 
their distributions are discriminative.

c. Learns to align the conditioned distributions to 
reduce the discrepancy.

d. Some implicit ontology-level information also 
be captured 

e. Condition the triple embeddings on relation 
embeddings.



Experiments
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• All baseline methods gained 
significant improvement.

• The training time did not 
increase too much, even 
compared with the fast baseline 
method.



Experiments
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• The long-tail entities (less constrained ones) gained significantly 
more improvement.

• On most datasets, around three times than popular entities.



Conclusion
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• Analyzing the current EEA methods theoretically.
• A new approach to learn KG embeddings for entity alignment, 

capturing the implicit ontology-level information.
• Extensive experiments demonstrate consistent and significant 

improvement overall all baseline methods. 
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Thanks for your attention!

 Code and datasets are available at 
https://github.com/guolingbing/NeoEA
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